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Abstract Dynamic and heterogeneous characteristics
of large-scale Grids make the fundamental problem
of resource discovery a great challenge. This paper
presents a self-organized grouping (SOG) framework
that achieves efficient Grid resource discovery by forming and maintaining autonomous resource groups.
Each group dynamically aggregates a set of resources
together with respect to similarity metrics of resource
characteristics. The SOG framework takes advantage of
the strengths of both centralized and decentralized approaches that were previously developed for Grid/P2P
resource discovery. The design of SOG minimizes the
overhead incurred by the process of group formation
and maximizes the performance of resource discovery.
The way SOG approach handles resource discovery
queries is metaphorically similar to searching for a
word in an English dictionary, by identifying its alphabetical group at the first place, and then performing a
lexical search within the group.
Because multi-attribute range queries represent
an important aspect of resource discovery, we devise
a generalized approach using a space-filling curve in
conjunction with the SOG framework. We exploit the
Hilbert space-filling curve’s locality preserving and
dimension reducing mapping. This mapping provides
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a 1-dimensional grouping attribute to be used by the
SOG framework. Experiments show that the SOG
framework achieves superior look-up performance that
is more scalable, stable and efficient than other existing approaches. Furthermore, our experimental results
indicate that the SOG framework has little dependence
on factors such as resource density, query type, and
Grid size.
Keywords Grid computing · peer-to-peer systems ·
resource discovery · multi-attribute range queries ·
self-organization · space filling curve

1 Introduction
Grids [13] and peer-to-peer systems are increasingly
being used as large-scale resource sharing environments. Scientists use these distributed computing
environments to conduct knowledge discovery in their
specific domains. Key services like resource reservation
and task scheduling can be built only when resources
can be located. Grid resource discovery service helps
locate resources to meet user requirements.
Current Grids provide a distributed infrastructure
that enables the assembly of numerous resources across
multiple administrative domains, to create a virtual
supercomputer that can be used to accomplish a specific task. This assemblage of distributed resources
is dynamically orchestrated to support coordinated
resource sharing through Grid middleware. The coordinated sharing of resources takes place within formal
or informal consortia of individuals and/or institutions
that are often referred to as Virtual Organizations
(VO) [14]. Individual resource providers manage the
infrastructure at their sites, making the Grid highly
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heterogeneous and without central authority. Furthermore, Grid resources can be either static or dynamic.
Static resources have attributes that are relatively
stable (e.g. OS version), while dynamic resources
represent more volatile attributes (e.g. free memory,
available disk space). These properties suggest that any
successful resource discovery approach should be sufficiently nimble to adapt to its environment. This paper
presents an approach to handle these challenges effectively by developing a self-organizing process. While
we concentrate on developing a solution for discovering
dynamic resources, the solution is trivially suitable for
static resources too. A typical Grid node is composed
of multiple resources, both static and dynamic (e.g. a
node has a CPU type, an OS installation, memory and
disk-space available, wallclock time) and a typical job
places multiple constraints on resource availability. A
Grid resource discovery system is required to handle
complex multi-attribute range queries (constraints)
within dynamically changing environments.
Developing an efficient and scalable solution for
Grid resource discovery poses a challenge because of
the:
1. dynamic nature of Grid resources;
2. absence of central authority;
3. heterogeneous and large scale nature of Grid environments;
4. unpredictability of faults; and
5. difficulty in handling complex multi-attribute range
queries.

In the SOG framework, resources get self-organized
into groups according to similarity of statistical characteristic. Previous research in small-world and unstructured P2P network shows that performance can be improved by exploiting common interest shared by users
[7], and by clustering peers together [20]. In the SOG
framework, we introduce the concept of grouping from
a different angle – instead of grouping users with similar interests, we organize similar resources into groups.
Each group is managed by a leader, which is the group
representative and consists of members that serve as
workers. This approach provides the framework with a
unique capability to exploit the strengths of both structured and unstructured P2P networks. This along with
self-organizing design of the framework achieves scalability, intermittent participation, local control, there
by being resilient in complex Grid environments. Section 2 relates this work to earlier research in the field of
resource discovery in distributed environments. Section
3 presents the architectural design of this SOG framework . Section 4 discusses the algorithms that implement the SOG framework, and explains how to couple
SFCs and SOG framework to address the problem of
multi-attribute range queries and to achieve efficient
Grid resource discovery. Section 5 analyzes the SOG
framework and together with a suite of experiments in
section 6, we demonstrate that SOG provides a scalable and efficient solution for problems associated with
Grid resource discovery. We conclude this paper with a
discussion and pointers to future work.

To address these challenges, a resource discovery solution must exhibit the following important characteristics:

2 Resource Discovery Approaches for
Distributed Environments

1. support for intermittent resource availability;
2. independence from any centralized/global control
and global knowledge;
3. support for attribute-based discovery;
4. support for multi-attribute range queries;
5. scalability in terms of number of users and resources, and type of resources; and,
6. provide excellent query performance.

Current solutions to Grid resource discovery fall
broadly into two broad categories, centralized and decentralized. Centralized approaches have good lookup
performance, but they scale poorly in size. Decentralized approaches are generally scalable in terms of
the number of nodes that can be handled, but suffer from a significant deterioration in average lookup
performance.
In peer-to-peer (P2P) systems, decentralized methods can be divided into two major categories: unstructured and structured. Unstructured P2P network (e.g.,
Gnutella [32]) generally communicates using broadcast
(e.g. flooding), and consequently incur significant communication overhead while finding existing resources
cannot be guaranteed. Distributed hash tables (DHT)
based structured P2P networks (e.g., CHORD [36],
CAN [31]), are often suitable for looking up existing
data items and guarantee query responses within a
small number of hops. However, a dynamic resource

The framework presented in this paper is designed
to espouse each of these characteristics. In particular, our research aims to addresses the challenges of
dynamic resource discovery and multi-attribute range
query. The Self-Organized Grouping (SOG) framework [28] is designed to enable discovery of dynamic
Grid resources and to handle multi-attribute range
queries using space-filling curves (SFC). This framework provides a scalable mechanism to support efficient
Grid resource discovery.
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environment results in a substantial number of updates, which likely causes dramatical increase in the
overhead of maintaining the DHT. Furthermore, DHT
requires every resource-value pair to have a unique
key, which may limit its scalability if used for Grid
resource discovery. SOG captures the strengths of both
structured and unstructured approaches while avoiding
their limitations by espousing the self-organization capability of fully unstructured architecture and adding
a lightweight structure to obtain efficient query performance. The SOG approach has some similarities
with the super-peer network [38], in that both approaches form a cluster of peer nodes. But unlike
super-peer networks SOG leaders do not have to store
an up-to-minute status about client resources.
In Grid resource discovery research, various approaches have been studied as well. Condor Matchmaker [30] follows a centralized approach and maintains
a central server responsible for matching the advertisements between resource consumers and resource
providers. A fully-decentralized approach based on
different request forwarding schemes have been studied
by Iamnitchi et al [15], while a DHT based structured
decentralized approach was adopted by Zhu et al [39].
A hierarchical structure, formed by GIIS (Grid Index
Information Service) and GRIS (Grid Resource Information Service), is employed by the Monitoring and
Discovery Services (MDS) [8] from the Globus Toolkit.
We believe that the architecture and technique developed in SOG is orthogonal to MDS efforts, and could
be integrated into the MDS infrastructure. Mastroianni
et al. [21] adapted the super-peer network to perform
resource discovery. A bio-inspired approach relying on
swarm intelligence using self-organizing agents with
an ant-based replication and mapping protocol was
studied by Forestiero et al. [10] for So-Grid [11]. Foster
et al [12], forecast the convergence of of strengths of
Grid and P2P technologies, which has spurred the
development of many P2P inspired algorithms for
handing challenging Grid research issues including
information systems [34], service [6] and resource [22]
discovery.
Multi-attribute range queries for dynamic resources
have been addressed in Mercury [4], SWORD [27],
XenoSearch [35]. All these methods are based on
DHTs. Mercury creates a hub for each attribute considered and replicates data items on each hub. A query
is forwarded to one of the hubs based on the selectivity
of the query. XenoSearch creates a separate DHT
instance for each attribute, while creating its query
routing structure explicitly rather than using built-in
DHT successor pointers. In addition, XenoSearch provides approximate answers using Bloom Filters [18]

and supports DHT-based multi-attribute range queries
by directing them to each separate dimension and
aggregating results. SWORD’s multi-query approach
is similar to XenoSearch, while their single-query approach is similar to Mercury. SWORD also allows users
to define inter-node or edge attributes that are absent
in other approaches. Prefix hash table (PHT) [29] and
other a trie-like data structure [6], offers an alternative
range search strategy based on tries built on DHTs.
In contrast to these methods, the SOG method does
not replicate either queries (as in XenoSearch) or data
elements/updates (as in Mercury).
Space-filling curves have been used in a variety
of domains to handle the mapping between multidimensional space and one-dimensional curves. [37]
uses SFCs to effectively locate services on a mobile
self-organizing network. In particular [33] and [1] used
SFCs to address multi-attribute queries. However,
unlike the SOG framework, [1] uses an inverse SFC
mapping (1 -dimension to d -dimension) to map a resource to peers in the CAN overlay based on a single
resource attribute. [33] uses a Hilbert SFC mapping
from d -dimension space to 1-D index space to form
a Chord overlay network. Also, the work in both [33]
and [1], primarily deal with keyword search. Unlike
these, SOG is not based on DHTs, and thus avoids the
problems of costly updates involved in the publication
of dynamic resource information.

3 Self-Organized Grouping (SOG) Framework
In this section we present the basic building blocks
of the SOG architecture. We explain how the selforganized grouping approach handles dynamically
changing Grid resources; and how space-filling curves
are used in SOG to address multi-attribute resource
discovery requests.
The SOG framework 1) supports intermittent resource participation, 2) works exclusively with local
knowledge, and 3) functions based on complete local
control. The application of a space-filling curve to handle multi-attribute range queries coupled within SOG
1) exploits locality preserving mapping to facilitate
multi-attribute range queries, 2) assembles resources
into a limited number of dynamic groups using different order SFC mappings, and 3) handles resource
heterogeneity by grouping resources with equivalent
SFC mappings.
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3.1 Overlay Network

3.2 The SOG Architecture

In the SOG architecture, a two-layer overlay network
is formed to maintain groups and process queries. The
lower layer is constructed using a lightweight gossip protocol [3]. This layer, each node of which has O(log n)
neighbors [17], is primarily used to forward gossip messages (for leader election).

The SOG architecture is based on the principle that
nodes in the Grid are organized automatically into
groups according to their resource’s statistical characteristic that facilitates the organization and usage of
this framework.
Self-organized groups are formed in a bottom-up
fashion. Each node starts as a group by itself. Through
the execution of SOG components, groups merge into
larger groups guided by the similarity threshold of statistical characteristic. This SOG architecture focus on
the development and evaluation of self-organized grouping capability. This capability is implemented by the
SOG components (algorithm 1) that are executed on
each node in a non-deterministic fashion.

Leaders

Workers
Groups

Algorithm 1 SOG Components
Fig. 1 The upper level graph maintained by SOG (from [28])

The upper layer (figure 1) is primarily used for query
handling. It represents the interconnection among leaders and workers and is designed as follows: 1) each node
has a link to all leader nodes; 2) each leader node has a
link to all of its own worker nodes. The resulting graphs
can range from a star graph on one extreme to a fully
connected graph at the other. Neither of these extreme
cases is desirable in practice. The star graph results
when there is a single group (this is equivalent to a
single/centralized server architecture), while the fully
connected graph occurs when every node is a group in
itself. Graph connectivity increases as the number of
groups (and consequently the number of leaders) increases. Graph diameter is kept as two, thereby helping
achieve excellent performance for query processing.
A typical upper layer graph maintained by SOG lies
between the two extremes described above. The SOG
overlay is initialized by specifying a similarity threshold
that controls the number of groups. The trade-off that
guides the threshold specification is determined by the
balance number of groups and the size of each group. If
the number of groups is too small, then the leader nodes
of these groups might be forced to handle an excessive
amount of loads, since the group sizes tend to be large,
and this will lead to performance bottlenecks. On the
other hand if there are too many groups, the storage
cost increases since each node store pointers to all the
leader nodes and so does the cost of communication
required to form and maintain the groups. By striving
to balance the trade-off between group sizes and the
number of groups, we ensure the grouping approach
deployed by SOG remains scalable.

1: Publish resource information to leader periodically if leader
exists;
2: Handle group forming and maintenance;
3: Receive and process system messages (like subscribe, proclaim
leader, conflict);
4: Receive and process query messages;

An important strategy of SOG is to manage resource
dynamics through grouping, and thereby to limit the
amount of dynamic information being published. The
only active dynamic information being published to enable SOG framework originates from a worker and is
directed to its leader. This helps limit the communication overhead incurred by the SOG framework. This
scheme enhances SOG scalability by limiting the volume of dynamic information being published without
any negative impact on query performance.
Another task handled by the SOG framework is the
creation and maintenance of groups. Group checking
takes place periodically to ensure that each node belongs to an appropriate group as resource status dynamically changes. When a new node joins the Grid, it
begins collecting temporal samples of resource values.
Once it has sufficient temporal samples, it searches for
and if successful, joins an existing group, the statistical
characteristic of which is similar to itself. A group’s statistical characteristic is the same as its leader’s characteristic that was gossiped when the leader was elected.
If such a search fails, the newly joining node creates
a new group with itself as the group leader. This new
group evolves with other existing groups. The grouping of statistically-similar nodes increases query performance of resource discovery by decreasing the number
of nodes that need to be visited by a query.
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Using the overlay network, SOG implements a communication framework that provides all nodes with the
capability to receive, process, and send messages and
forms a backbone on which query processing is handled. This availability of information on group leaders
and their characteristic allows the SOG framework to
direct a query to an appropriate leader i.e. a leader in
charge of a group with resources similar to the ones requested by the query. The leader, in turn, can direct
the query to one of its workers that is able to satisfy
the query.
The SOG querying mechanism limits a query’s
search space from the entire Grid to a group through
a single step and resource location inside the group in
the next step. This process is metaphorically similar
to searching for a word in an English dictionary by
identifying its alphabetical groups at the first place. If
the querying mechanism is unable to identify an ideal
group or if such a group does not exist, it becomes
necessary to forward the query to another group leader
that may satisfy the query. This forwarding mechanism
between group leaders achieves high resource discovery
efficiency by keeping resource discovery scope at the
group leader level. In case no leader can be identified,
queries are randomly forwarded to a gossip neighbor.
Gossip messaging is expensive, therefore, to keep
the number of gossip messages to a minimum while efficiently handling resource discovery queries, SOG treats
group leaders differently than other resources. More
specifically, new replacement group leaders are introduced to maintain major information for the existing
groups, as the current group leaders leave. This strategy avoids dissolution of a group and thus saves gossip
messages that would be required without the application of the strategy. In addition, leader election is based
on the evaluation of group local information. Multiple
nodes may contend to become leaders even though they
should belong to a single group. This case is defined as
a conflict condition and only one leader is allowed in
the current SOG design.
In essence, self-organized groups are designed to
have the following three properties.
1. Each group is dynamically formed and maintained
and includes a collection of nodes with a single representative node elected as its leader.
2. The nodes within each group are statistically similar based on a specified resource characteristic. The
selection of specific resource characteristic is guided
by the understanding of common resource requirements from applications that issue resource discovery queries.
3. The size of each group is indirectly determined by a
similarity threshold. This threshold is chosen based

on the number of Grid resources, resource density,
query load, and specifies a maximum range within
which resource characteristic are deemed similar.
Generally, the larger the threshold, the larger group
sizes tend to become.
These properties lead a query to find the appropriate
group leader as the first step, and then searching within
the group as the next step.

3.3 Using Space-Filling Curves to Handle
Multi-Attribute Range Queries
While describing the SOG architecture we mentioned
that groups are formed by a collection of nodes with
similar resource characteristics. For simplicity, this
could be thought of as based on a single attribute from
resources. However, there is no constraint placed by
the SOG framework that limits the statistical characteristic to be derived from a single attribute. In fact
the statistical characteristic, may be a function based
on some or all of the attributes involved. Though it
is possible to handle a multi-attribute range query by
just using a resource characteristic from a single attribute, selecting a suitable attribute can be extremely
challenging. This is because the selection needs to be
based on the characteristics of Grid environments and
application requirements, both of which are expected
to be dynamic. Empirical evidence confirm a performance deterioration when resource discovery query is
not against the grouping attribute [28]. This suggests
a need to use multiple-attributes for evaluating the
resource characteristic. One such possible function
can be based on space-filling curves [2], which maps
an n-dimensional space into a 1-dimensional curve.
Here we consider the Hilbert space-filling curve to
illustrate how space filling curves are used to evaluate
the statistical characteristic.
3.3.1 Hilbert Space-Filling Curve
A space-filling curve provides a mapping between 1-D
and d -dimensional space. This mapping can be thought
of geometrically, dividing d -dimensional space into d dimension hypercubes, with a line passing exactly once
through each hypercube. This line transforms coordinates from a d -dimension space to the corresponding
1-D space that define their relative ordering (figure 2
illustrates first, second and third order Hilbert curves
in the 2-D space). The Hilbert space-filling curve [23]
is one of space-filling curves the is most widely used.
The locality preserving property of Hilbert SFC
results in coordinates that have close mapping in 1-D
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space are guaranteed to be close in d -dimensional
space. However, this property does not hold in reverse
mapping, because two coordinates that are close in
d -dimensional space might not be close in its corresponding 1-D space. So if the 1-D Hilbert SFC mapping
is used to form SOG groups, two resources that could
have been otherwise grouped together are in separate
groups. However, SOG is designed to overcome this
drawback and nd a small increase in the number of
groups should not have a noticeable effect on query
performance.
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Fig. 2 2-D Hilbert space-filling curve (a) first-order; (b) secondorder; (c) third-order.

In this work, an iterative implementation is used to
construct Hilbert SFC based on Butz’s algorithm [5],
along with the improvements presented in [19]. The
use of a faster implementation [16] is planned for future work, which should not affect the research findings being presented in this paper. Using Hilbert SFC
also allows our approach to flexibly control the number and size of groups. The number of iterations in this
algorithm is equal to the order of the Hilbert curve
being constructed. The order of the curve represents
the granularity of the curve. A d -dimension order ‘k ’
Hilbert SFC, will partition the d -dimensional cube into
2kd sub-cubes. We choose the 1-D index mapping from
the Hilbert SFC to measure resource similarity. The
SOG framework groups resources autonomously by taking advantage of the clustering property [23] of Hilbert
SFC. We exploit the locality preserving mapping to perform grouping around a 1-D index space.
3.3.2 Motivation for using Hilbert Space-Filling Curve
In this section we try to motivate the reason for our
choice of Hilbert SFC and address concerns a reader
may have about the wisdom of using Hilbert SFC for
determining SOG Groups. Instead of using SFCs, one
might believe measuring similarity directly on the d-D
Euclidean space, or for that matter using any function
that maps the resource space to a group index, would
be a easier option. In fact, as we have stated earlier,
the SOG approach is agnostic with respect to the metric used to measure similarity. This, we argue, is one
of the advantages of the SOG approach and makes it

adaptable to different scenarios. Even though any similarity metric can be used, we do believe that using SFC
for similarity measure is appropriate for dealing with
multi-attribute range queries due to the following reasons:
1. Similarity measurement in a 1-D Hilbert space is
simple and fast;
2. Amount of storage is needed across all nodes is low;
and
3. Communication cost is low.
Faster similarity measurement is important because
it is one of the widely used operations in the SOG
framework. It is used in algorithms to determine resource grouping, detecting leader collision and query
routing. On the Hilbert space, identifying similarity between two Hilbert-codes is a matter of doing a simple
XOR operation, while the same operation on a d-D Euclidean space will be much more expensive1 . An astute
reader will point out that calculation of the Hilbert code
itself will incur cost. This is indeed true, but it is important to note that once a Hilbert code has been calculated, it is used a number of times to measure similarity
since this operation is occurs much more often2 .
Since every node in the system records the information about all the leader nodes, it is also important
to minimize the amount of data that is needed to be
stored to identify the leader and describe its characteristics. The use of Hilbert curve helps us limit the
amount of space needed to describe the resource. For
example, a curve with dimension d and order k required
only k*d number of bits to describe the resource characteristics3 . Since the resource can be described in k*d
bits, this lowers the overall storage requirement needed
by each node. Furthermore, by sending the 1-D Hilbert
code to describe resources, the quantity of data to be
communicated between the nodes is reduced, lowering
the requirement of network bandwidth.
One may argue that similar savings may be achieved
by normalizing the resources and assigning a group index. Assigning a group index alone will not be sufficient since the characteristics of the group is necessary
for routing, so some sort of mapping between the index space and resource space is needed. In our implementation the Hilbert SFC provides such an implicit
index, based on an locality preserving mapping from
index to resource space. Any approach that uses an implicit mapping will predefine the logical group boundaries and will be no better than the Hilbert SFC, since
1 Requires d-subtraction, d-multiplication, d-addition and one
square-root calculation.
2 Similarity measurement occurs multiple times during every
leader election, query routing and comparison steps.
3 In our experiments this comes out to 16 to 40 bits.
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it is not possible to guarantee closeness in d-D space
will result in closeness in 1-D space. If a method with
an explicit dynamic mapping or no mapping at all (i.e.
d-D Euclidean coordinate) is used, the amount of data
that needs to be stored and communicated will substantially increase. In a similar vein, a normalization
scheme will not perform better than a SFC. Furthermore, the SFC provides a structured and well defined
code, which unlike an unstructured normalization and
mapping scheme, can be efficiently computed and is well
understood.
Lastly, we would argue that even if in some cases
replacing SFC with a d-D coordinate space is a possibility, the gains are quite minimal. The only potential
advantage is that the resources may be found faster
(i.e. smaller number of hops). But as we will see in
our experiments (section 6), the performance of SOG
as measured by the number of hops is excellent and we
do not anticipate any significant performance improvements even if we would decide to do a direct comparison
in the d-D space. In the next section, we discuss in detail how this Hilbert SFC mapping is used for creating
SOG groups and how multi-attribute range queries are
handled.

4.1.2 Data Structures
For each node n we define:
1:
2:
3:
4:

5:
6:
7:

c; {Statistical characteristic}. Initially c ←
undef ined
R; {Set of recent observations}. Initially R ← ∅
L; {Set of all leaders}. Initially L ← ∅
S; {Set of statistical characteristic (c) values for all
L, addressable as S(l′ ), where l′ ∈ L }. Initially
S←∅
l; {Node’s Leader}. Initially l ← undef ined
isLeader; {Is node a leader?}. Initially isLeader ←
f alse
x; {Rounds after which the statistic is recalculated}. Initially x ← pre − def ined constant

Additionally for leader nodes we define:
1:
2:
3:

W ; {Set of all worker nodes that report to it}. Initially W ← ∅
S ′ ; {Set of c values for all W , addressable as S ′ (w),
where w ∈ W }. Initially S ′ ← ∅
V {Set of current resource status for all workers in
W , addressable as V (w), where w ∈ W }. Initially
V ←∅

4.1.3 Subscribe and Unsubscribe
4 Algorithms for SOG implementation
In this section we present the algorithmic details
of SOG framework. We discuss in detail how selforganization occurs through group formation, how
queries are handled and how Hilbert SFC mappings is
used to handle multi-attribute range queries.

A node n joins the Grid through node n′ , which it learns
about offline. The node n sends a ‘subscribe’ message
to n′ , which forwards the message to a subset of its
neighbors (algorithm 2). It receives the current state of
the Grid as captured by node n′ . Furthermore, node n
will receive all the gossip messages that n′ will receive
in future.

4.1 SOG Algorithm

Algorithm 2 Subscribe(n,n′ ): Node n joins the Grid
through node n′

4.1.1 Data and Query Model
Each resource is represented as a typed (attribute,
value) pair. Each node is composed as a conjunction
of a number of such resources. Each resource is represented as a tuple of (type, attribute, value), where
a type can be int, float, double, char, or string in
the current implementation.
Similarly, a query in SOG is composed of a conjunction of tuples in the form of (attribute, operator, value). The type associated with the attribute in
a query is assumed to be same as that of the corresponding resource. The operators currently supported
include <, >, ≤, ≥, =, 6=. Disjunction queries can be
split and implemented as separate queries.

1: Send a subscribe message to n′ {Subscribe as in [3]}
2: Receive sets Ln′ and Sn′ from node n′
S
S
3: L ← L Ln′ ; S ← S Sn′ ;

Algorithm 3 deals with the case in which a node
leaves the Grid. If the departing node happens to be a
leader, then a replacement leader is selected before the
node unsubscribes. This prevents the loss of existing
grouping knowledge.
4.1.4 Group Formation and Maintenance
Algorithm 4 outlines the formation and maintenance of
self-organized groups. Each node periodically checks to
see if it is placed in an appropriate group, based on its
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Algorithm 3 Unsubscribe(n): Node n leaves the Grid
1: if n.isLeader = true then
2:
replace leader() {Select replacement}
3:
Piggyback resign message to unsubscribe message
4: end if
5: Unsubscribe as in [3]

temporal values and the statistical similarity measure
used (steps 5-7, algorithm 4). If not, it searches for a
group to which it should belong (step 9). If there is
no existing group for the node to join, it creates a new
group with itself as leader and its current characteristic
as the group’s characteristic (step 12). If the departing
node happens to be a group leader, then it will first
select a replacement leader before it leaves the group,
thereby maintaining the existing grouping information
(step 21).

Algorithm 4 Group Formation, Maintenance: at node
n
event count ← 0{Timer count for periodic recalculation of
statistic (c)}
1: r ← poll resource();{Periodic resource status sampling}
2: Record entry(R, r);{Add current sample to R, replacing old
samples in round-robin fashion if necessary}
3: event count++;
4: if event count = x then
5:
c ← recalculate c(R);{Recalculate characteristic (c)}
6:
event count ← 0;
7:
if l
=
undef ined ∨ (n.isLeader
=
f alse ∧
is not similar(S(l), c)) then
8:
{Either node n belongs to no group or n is a non-leader
that has moved away from its group}
9:
l′ ← f ind leader node(c, L, S);{Find an appropriate
leader}
10:
if l′ = undef ined then
11:
{No leader was found}
12:
random delay() {This delay is added to reduce conflicts (see analysis section)}
13:
gossip proclaim leadership(n,c);{Proclaim node as
leader through gossip}
14:
else
15:
{A new leader was found}
16:
Inform node l′ about n joining its group
17:
Inform node l about n leaving its group if l 6=
undef ined
18:
l ← l′ {Assign new leader}
19:
end if
20:
else
if
n.isLeader ∧ is not similar(c, S(n)) ∧
change persistent() then
21:
{Leader node n has moved away from its group range}
22:
replace leader();
23:
end if
24: end if

The strategies developed to minimize the number
of gossip messages are two-fold: 1) a leader changes
its group only if it observes a persistent change in its

statistical characteristic; 2) once a node has become a
leader, it does not gossip its changing characteristic periodically. Through the application of these strategies,
a group is identified by the characteristic, that was gossiped when its last leader was elected. When a leader’s
current characteristic is significantly different from its
group’s characteristic (steps 19-22), the leader identifies a node among its workers whose characteristic is
the closest to the group’s characteristic and instructs
that node to take over as the new leader of the group
(steps 1-5, algorithm 5). This method of selecting a replacement leader ensures that the group under the new
leader will have a similar characteristic to the group’s
characteristic under the current leader and there will
be a minimal change in the group composition. Algorithm 5 is used to implement leader replacement. Once
a replacement leader has been found, the current leader
identifies an appropriate group for itself (steps 6-18).
Algorithm 5 Replace Leader: replace leader() at node
n
1: Select a node l′′ ∈ W − {n} | similarity value(S ′ (l′′ ) , S(n))
is minimum {Find a node with characteristic most similar to
the group’s characteristic}
2: if l′′ 6= undef ined then
3:
Send a message to l′′ asking it to proclaim leadership
4:
∀w ∈ W , send a message identifying l′′ as a new leader
5: end if
6: if n is not unsubscribing then
7:
{If a node is unsubscribing it does not need to find a group
it should belong to}
8:
l′ ← f ind leader node(c, L, S);{Find an appropriate
leader}
9:
if l′ = undef ined then
10:
{No leader was found}
11:
random delay() {This delay is added to reduce conflicts
(see analysis section)}
12:
gossip proclaim change characteristic(n,c); {Proclaim
new characteristic through gossip}
13:
else
14:
{New leader was found}
15:
gossip proclaim resign leadership(n);{Resign leadership
through gossip}
16:
Inform node l′ about n joining its group
17:
l ← l′ ; {Assign new leader}
18:
end if
19: end if

Due to autonomous decisions made at the node
level, a conflict occurs when multiple nodes attempt
to form different groups that have statistically similar
characteristic. This results in a temporary fracture
of a logical group with multiple nodes claiming to
leaders of a small faction. Conflict detection occurs on
at-least one of the conflicting leaders. This detection is
done when a leader node receives a proclaim message
from another node that claims the leadership of a
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statistically similar group. Once a conflict is detected
the leader sends a ‘conflict detected’ message to the
offending node along the effective size of its group.
The effective size of the group is same as the group
size if there are no other outstanding conflicts; but if
there are other outstanding conflicts, it is the group
size that was reported to the first offending node.
This guarantees that if there are conflicts among more
than two groups exactly one leader is elected for the
merged group after all conflicts are resolved. Conflicts
among more than two leaders are handled in a pairwise
manner. The groups then merge according to their
effective size reported with the leader of the larger
group becoming the leader of the merged group; and
ties are broken randomly4 .

4.1.5 Query Routing
A query request is submitted to a local node. SOG is
designed to return a node at which the resource is available. A non-leader node tries to satisfy a request if it
can, otherwise it will direct the query to the leader of
a group with the pre-specified characteristic similar to
the request made in the query. In the absence of such
a leader, the query is randomly forwarded to one of
the node’s gossip neighbors (the lower level overlay).
A leader node (included in its group) will try to find
a worker node, such that based on the leader’s current knowledge, the worker node is able to satisfy the
query. If such a worker is not available, the leader tries
to find another leader that is likely to satisfy the query.
The query is randomly forwarded as a last resort. Algorithms 6 and 7 handle queries at non-leader and leader
nodes respectively. In section 5 we analyze these algorithms, particularly with respect to complexity of leader
election process, and communication overhead. SOG resource discovery mechanisms are evaluated by experiments in section 6.

Algorithm 6 Handle Query: at non-leader node n
1: if n.can satisfy query()=true then
2:
{Query is satisfied}
3:
Notify requesting node about resource availability
4: else
5:
{Forward query, direct query to suitable leader}
6:
Find l′ ∈ L|is similar(S(l′ ), query request) OR
is likely to satisf y(S(l′ ), query request)
7:
if l′ 6= undef ined then
8:
Forward query to l′ {A Leader is found}
9:
else
10:
{No leader is found that might satisfy query}
11:
Randomly forward the query to one of the node in the
local view formed by gossip
12:
end if
13: end if

Algorithm 7 Handle Query: at leader node n
1: Find n′ ∈ W |is likely to satisf y(S ′ (n′ ) , query request)
{Find a worker to forward the query to}
2: if n′ 6= undef ined then
3:
{Worker capable of satisfying query found}
4:
Forward query to n′
5: else
6:
{No worker node is found}
7:
Find l′ ∈ L|l′ ! = n ∧ is likely to satisf y(S(l′ )
, query request) {Find another leader capable of satisfying the query}
8:
if l′ 6= undef ined then
9:
Forward query to l′ {Leader is found}
10:
else
11:
{No leader is found that might satisfy query}
12:
Randomly forward query to one of the node in the local
view formed by gossip
13:
end if
14: end if

4.2.1 Forming Groups

In this section we illustrate how the Hilbert SFC mapping is used to create SOG groups and how multiattribute range queries are handled. We have already
discussed the motivation of using the Hilbert SFC mapping for tacking multi-attribute range query in section
3.3.2.

Hilbert SFC is used to produce a unique transformation
of the d -dimensional resource status information to a
corresponding 1-D Hilbert coordinate section. Using
this 1-D Hilbert coordinate as the grouping attribute,
SOG groups can be formed in a bottom-up fashion.
Each node autonomously and periodically checks to
ensure that it belongs to a correct group, based on
its Hilbert coordinate. If its Hilbert coordinate has
changed, a node attempts to identify and get assigned
to the correct group. Details on how groups are formed
and managed in SOG have been discussed in the earlier section5 . Figure 3 illustrates an example of how
grouping is achieved in SOG using Hilbert coordinates.
Nodes that lie in the same cell are mapped to the same
Hilbert coordinate section, and are grouped together in
the SOG framework. In figure 3, the nodes are arranged
into three groups by the SOG grouping process.

4 We can use a predefined scheme (e.g. lexical ordering of IP
address).

5 The grouping process remains unchanged with the grouping
attribute replaced by the Hilbert coordinate.
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Fig. 3 Forming Self-Organized Groups using Hilbert SFC Mapping

Using the 1-D Hilbert coordinate as the grouping attribute also allows SOG to control group sizes through
the ‘order’ of the Hilbert curve. By changing the order
of the Hilbert SFC used, we can control the number of
groups and the size of each group. A high order curve
results in a larger number of groups (with each group
having relatively a few members), while a low order
curve would result in a smaller number of groups. In
practice a very high order curves are not necessary for
the sake of grouping in SOG 6 . Furthermore, this space
tends to be sparsely populated with resources due to
resource clustering and only a small fraction of the potential groups tend to form. In our experiments curves
with at most order of 4 were evaluated.
4.2.2 Multi-attribute Range Query Processing
SOG query processing component routes queries on its
overlay, by exploiting the information on the identity
of group leaders and their Hilbert coordinates7 . Each
node that receives a query is able to route it to a suitable leader, which represents a group of workers, one
of which is likely to satisfy the query. When a multiattribute query arrives at a leader node, the leader
routes the query to a worker that is capable of satisfying the query. When such a query is received by
a non-leader node, it first checks if it can successfully
satisfy the query. If not, the processing node identifies
a set of groups such that the intersection between the
groups space and the query space is not empty. The
query is forwarded to any one of the groups in this set,
since all the groups in this set are likely to be of interest
to the query. If the intersection set is empty, the query
6 Even with an order 4 curve on a 4-D space can have potentially 24∗4 groups, while the 10-D space could produce 24∗10
groups.
7 The query processing remains unchanged except for the use
of the Hilbert coordinate as grouping attribute.
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Group
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Fig. 4 Multi-Attribute Range Query Routing

is randomly forwarded on the lower-level overlay layer.
This intersection between the resource and query space
is determined by comparing the Hilbert coordinates.
Figure 4 illustrates the process of routing the query.
The queries Q1 and Q2 are interested in ranges as
shown in figure 4. Q1’s query space is mapped to sections 2, 3, 4 & 7 on the 1-D Hilbert coordinate space.
Since groups associated with both sections 2 & 3 exist, the query is routed to the leaders of either of the
groups with equal probability. Q2’s’ query space on the
other hand transforms to Hilbert coordinate sections 0,
3, 4 & 5. The query is routed to the leader of group 3
since this is the only existing group, for which the intersection between group space and query space is not
empty. A time-to-live (TTL) parameter is also set, so
that a query can be dropped after a certain number of
hops on the overlay, if resource does not exist, or cannot
be successfully discovered.
We anticipate only a relatively small number of attributes for grouping, perhaps in the 10’s. A fair question would be what if we have 1000’s of attributes in
the system that could be potentially queried. In general there are a small number of attributes (e.g. memory, disk availability, wallclock limit) that tend to be
most important and widely used and such attributes are
well suited to be used for grouping in the SOG framework. The choice of particular attributes for grouping
would depend extensively on the nature of Grid environments and their usage. It should be noted that
using too many attributes for grouping may cause the
space to be finely divided and the grouping of resources
will not be achieved. If on the other hand we use too
few attributes for grouping then searching on the remaining attributes would suffer performance deterioration. Since both options could have potentially negative impact on query performance, we try to achieve
a balance between these conflicting conditions by selecting widely used attributes for grouping. Even attributes that have not been used for grouping can still
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be searched, though the performance of queries against
these attributes might suffer. Experiments in the section 6 help us verify the performance of the SOG framework.
5 Analysis of the SOG Framework
In this section we evaluate the SOG framework and
demonstrate its low communication overhead and quick
self-organization, associated with the leader election
process. To do this we calculate the efficiency of the
leader election algorithm in terms of the number of
messages needed and time taken for leader election.
The problem of leader election that we address is different from the traditional leader election problem, in
that not only all the members of a group should agree
on one leader, but also all the nodes in the system
need to know the leader’s identity. We concentrate on
‘gossip’ messages to assess communication overhead
since they account for the majority of the overhead.
Since leaders play a pivotal role in handling queries
efficiently, the election of a leader is used as a metric to measure self-organization. Also time taken for
leader election indicates how well the framework handles system perturbations (e.g. resource characteristic
changing, leader leaving).
5.1 Model
There are n distinct nodes, which form g groups, with
m nodes in each group. All decisions are made autonomously and independently at each node. We analyze the number of messages needed to elect a leader
for each group. The model assumes no loss of messages.
Furthermore, none of the nodes in the system have a
global knowledge. Instead, each node maintains a local
view of O(log n) neighbors, based on the way the lowerlevel overlay is formed (section 3.1). Moreover, group
membership is not known beforehand and is dynamically determined by a statistical characteristic, so traditional methods of leader election (e.g. selecting node
with the highest id) are not feasible for our problem.
We consider the following cases in our analysis:
1. Worst case analysis (No suppression delay)
2. With a random suppression delay added
5.2 Worst Case Analysis
Lemma 1 The worst case message complexity for
electing the leader of a single group is O(m) gossip
messages, where m is the size of the group.

Proof We will first consider the group containing m
nodes trying to elect a leader. In the worst case all the
nodes will ‘proclaim’ themselves as leader. Hence O(m)
gossip messages8 will be sent, one by each node. This
will be followed by conflict resolution, done pairwise,
leading to 2× m
2 messages and m − 1 gossip messages
to resign leadership, before a leader is elected.
Hence leader election involves, O(m) gossip and
O(m2 ) pairwise messages. Since each gossip message
results in n log n and m ≤ n O(m) gossip messages is
a dominant factor. Hence the proof.
⊓
⊔
Theorem 1 The worst case message complexity for
electing all leaders is O(n) gossip messages, where n is
the total number of nodes.
Proof Since each node in the system will occur exactly
in one group, proof follows from Lemma 1
⊓
⊔
We could do better by simply sending direct messages from each of the m nodes, to the n nodes in the
system. This would lead to just O(m ∗ n) messages,
which would be better than the worst case presented
above. But such an approach is infeasible, because as
stated earlier no node in the system has the knowledge
of all n nodes in the system. We will discuss a technique
to improve this message complexity in the next section.

5.3 Analysis - with random suppression delay added
Suppression is a technique by which we introduce some
random delay before a node decides to send a ‘proclaim’
message. That implies that before a node sends a ‘gossip’ message it waits for some random time and then
revisits its decision to send the ‘gossip’ message. This
is a standard technique and has been used in previous research [9] for leader election analysis. Let Td be a
random variable which has a probability density function p(t) and the corresponding cumulative distribution
function P (t). Let ∆ be the propagation delay, i.e. the
amount of time taken before a message sent by gossip reaches all the nodes. We will consider a bounded
propagation delay, i.e. ∆ = constant9 .
Let ∆ = θ, a constant, i.e. if a message was sent by a
node at time t all nodes in the system will have received
the message by time t + θ. The goal is to minimize
the time taken for leader election to complete as well
as minimize message complexity. We will construct the
function p(t) as a discrete uniform distribution defined
8

One gossip message will result to n log n individual messages.
In practice this constant could be equal to 3 * maximum
round trip time between grid nodes.
9
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as follows
(
p(t) =

1
m

0

for t ∈ 0, θ, 2θ, . . . , (m − 1)θ
otherwise

Lemma 3 With high probability the leader of a group
will be elected in O(ln m) time.
(1)

At this stage one may argue that this function cannot be constructed by the nodes, since the nodes have
no knowledge of m. It is true that nodes do not have
a correct knowledge of m, but since we know that each
node has O(log n), each node can essentially estimate n,
which can be used in place of m in the above function10 .
Since p(t) is the probability function used for suppression delay, nodes can send gossip messages at time
slots t = (0, 1, . . . , m − 1)θ. If one or more nodes send
‘proclaim’ messages at t = cθ, none of the other nodes
will send messages at t ≥ (c + 1)θ. This is because
the bounded message propagation delay of θ guarantees that all nodes will have received the message at
(c + 1)θ, and based on the algorithm no other nodes
will send a ‘proclaim’ message beyond this time. Since
we have established the number of gossip messages is
a dominant factor, the pair-wise messages needed to
resolve conflicts, can be neglected.
5.3.1 Calculating Time Complexity of Leader Election
:
This section estimates the time taken for the leader
of a group to be elected. We will show that the expected
time for electing a leader is O(1) and that with high
probability the time taken to elect a leader is O(ln m).

Proof Let X be a random variable as defined in lemma
2. We will like to show that P rob(X ≤ c log m) > 1 −
1
m . Also as we showed in lemma 2 X has a Geometric
distribution with parameter 1 − 1e and a probability
density function of
P rob(X = i) =

1
1
(1 − )
ei
e

So,
P rob(X < k) =
>

Pk−1

1
i=0 ei (1

1−

− 1e )

1
ek−1

Using k = ln m + 1,
P rob(X < ln m + 1) > 1 −

1
m

Hence the proof.

⊓
⊔

With these two lemmas we have shown that the
leader of a single group is elected with high probability
in O(ln m) time, and the expected time for leader election is constant. Since stabilization in SOG occurs on
election of group leaders, the system does not take too
long to stabilize.

Lemma 2 A leader of a group is expected to be elected
in O(1) time.

5.3.2 Calculating Message Complexity of Leader
Election

Proof Let X be a random variable which denotes the
earliest slot at which a proclaim message was sent. We
will like to show that E(X) = O(1);
1
P [N ode sends ‘proclaim′ at time t = kθ] =
m
1
′
P [N o ‘proclaim at time t = kθ] = (1 − )m
m
1
≈
e
(
1
1
for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,
i (1 − e )
P rob(X = i) = e
0
otherwise

In this section we estimate the number of messages sent
before a group leader is elected. We will show that the
expected number of gossip messages11 taken to elect a
leader is O(1) and that with high probability the number of gossip messages taken is bounded by O( lnlnlnmm ).

So X essentially has a Geometric distribution with
parameter (success probability) 1 − 1e
∴ E(X) =

1
e

1−

1
e

= O(1)

So a group leader is expected to be elected in constant
time.
⊓
⊔
10

Since n ≥ m it provides a upper bound value for m.

Lemma 4 A leader of a single group is expected to be
elected with O(1) gossip messages.
Proof Let Y be a random variable which represents the
number of nodes that decide to become leader at any
slot. So in order to prove this lemma all we need to show
is that E(Y ) = O(1). This is true since each node selects
a slot using the discrete uniform distribution (probability density function in equation 1). Hence proof.
⊓
⊔
Lemma 5 With high probability the leader of a single
group will be elected with O( lnlnlnmm ) gossip messages.
11 Since the gossip messages are dominant factor we ignore pairwise messages sent for conflict resolution.
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This shows that the way SOG framework uses gossip
communication for leader election keeps the communication overhead low.
So in essence analysis in this section we establish
that the SOG framework has a low communication
overhead and stabilizes quickly. This result demonstrates the scalability of the SOG framework which is
further validated with the experimental observations.

2. Order of Hilbert space filling curve is used to control
the granularity for assessing resource similarity. The
lower the order of a Hilbert curve, the coarser its
granularity is. We examine the effect of the order
of Hilbert curve on query performance. The order
values are set between 1 and 4. A curve of order 4 is
quite sufficient for the purposes of grouping similar
resources and keeping dissimilar resources apart.
3. Resource density reflects the percentage of nodes
that have resources available. Since the resource information for these experiments was collected in
near real-time from Open Science Grid (OSG) [26]
nodes, we do not control the resource density for
various queries. We would, however, study the effect of resource density on query performance.
4. Resource discovery query performance is measured
using the average number of hops (taken by a query)
as a metric. The number of hops is measured on
SOG overlay network. Each node in the overlay generates an equal number of queries. Therefore, an
originating node does not have any effect on the
average hops observed in the experiments.

6 Performance Evaluation

In our experiments we use the following types of
range queries:

Proof Again, let Y be a random variable which represents the number of nodes that decide to become leaders
at any slot. We want to find the maximum number of
possible collisions in any slot. This problem is equivalent to occupancy problem or balls in bin problem. Using Chapter 3, Theorem 3.1 of [24], we know that with
1
, there are no more than
probability of at least 1 − m
e ln n
coalition.
Hence
the
proof.
⊓
⊔
ln ln m
Theorem 2 With a high probability, over all g groups
the gossip messages complexity is O(g lnlnlnmm ), for electing group leaders.
Proof Follows by using union bound on lemma 5.

⊓
⊔

This section demonstrates how SOG achieves the scalability to a significant number of users and resources
and excellent query performance when processing
multi-attribute range queries. First we introduce Grid
environments for the experiments. Then we study
the effect of SFC attributes and measure query performance. We show that excellent performance is observed
both in terms of the number of hops and query response time. Further we demonstrate the suitability of
the SOG framework for routing multi-attribute range
queries using Hilbert SFC. Finally we demonstrate
that SOG approach is scalable to a large number of
Grid nodes.

6.1 Modeling Grid Environments
For the experiments presented in this research, the following parameters are used to specify the Grid environments and model SOG on it.
1. Dimension of multi-attribute space represents the
number of attributes that are considered for grouping. Experiments assume a 4-D, 6-D, 8-D, 10-D resource space12 .
12 The resources considered for the experiments include: 1) free
memory, 2) average 1 min system load, 3) total memory, 4) number of running processes, 5) user CPU usage, 6) total IO rate

Q1: 1024 ≤ freeMem13 < 2048 && load1 == 0 &&
2048 ≤ totalMem < 3072 && procRun == 0
Q2: 1024 ≤ freeMem < 3072 && load1 == 0 &&
2048 ≤ totalMem < 4096 && procRun ≤ 2
Q3: 1024 ≤ freeMem < 3072 && load1 == 0 &&
totalMem ≥ 2048 && procRun ≤ 2
Q4: load1 == 0
From the queries listed above, we can see that query
space increases from Q1 to Q4. In other words, we go
from a more specialized query in Q1, which queries a
small search space, to a more generalized query in Q4,
corresponding to a large search space. Furthermore, Q4
represents a query search on only one attribute. The attributes that are not constrained are treated as “don’t
care” (i.e. any value for those attributes is acceptable).
These queries are chosen because they are representative of various classes of queries. For each of the above
query types, we conducted experiments with the order
of Hilbert SFC ranging from 1 to 4.

in, 7) total IO rate out, 8) disk free, 9) number of CPUs, 10)
avg 5 min load. When considering a 4-D attribute space the first
4 listed resources are used, while for a 10-D attribute space all
attributes are used.
13 In Megabytes.
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6.2 Experiment Setup
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6.2.2 MonALISA
MonALISA is agent-based dynamic distributed monitoring system. MonALISA collects static and dynamic
availability information of OSG resources in near realtime, which allows us to emulate the OSG environment.
The monitoring information that is collected includes
information for nodes and clusters, network, jobs and
services.
The experiments were conducted in a simulated environment that contains 1024 nodes. Experiments with
2048 and 4096 nodes were conducted in order to demonstrate scalability. Each participating node generates approximately 200 queries during the period of each measurement. Our experiments were run in a distributed
environment using several 64-bit Athlon desktop machines.

6.3 Evaluating the Effect of Hilbert SFC Parameters
In this section we evaluate the effect of varying Hilbert
SFC parameters of the SOG framework. Specifically we
focus on the effect of changing the number of dimension
and order of Hilbert SFC on performance.
Figure 5 illustrates the effect of order and number
of dimension of Hilbert SFC on SOG performance, averaged over all types of queries, since the query type
has no impact on the values being measured. An increase in the granularity of the Hilbert curve results in
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The Open Science Grid (OSG) is a grassroots consortium of software,resource providers and researchers
from universities, national laboratories and computing centers across the U.S. It provides a national
production-quality Grid infrastructure by connecting
distributed computing and storage resources via a
common set of middleware to enable collaborative
scientific discovery. This infrastructure is highly heterogeneous and consists of over 75 sites with thousands
of computational resources and a large number of
users. To simulate Grid environments, we use both
static and dynamic resource information captured by
near real-time monitoring of OSG resources.
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Fig. 5 Evaluating the effect of Hilbert SFC parameters on SOG
Performance averaged over all queries (a) total number of groups,
(b) gossip communication, (c) average group size, (d) maximum
group size

an increase in the number of groups for every dimension. Furthermore, an increase in the number of dimension keeping order unchanged also causes an increase in
the number of SOG groups (figure 5 (a)). This is because an increase in either order or dimension tends to
make the groups more specialized, thereby groups are
potentially split. A similar trend is observed with the
percentage of gossip messages in figure 5 (b). The number of gossip messages needed for stabilization tends to
increase with an increase in either of the Hilbert SFC
parameter. This is a direct effect of an increase in the
number of groups. Consequently, in figure 5 (c) we see
a decrease in the average group size as well as the size
of the largest group (figure 5 (d)) as either of the SFC
parameter values increase.
The linear relationship between the amount of gossip message and the group size can be seen from figure
6. The observation from this figure is consistent with
the theoretical analysis (Lemma 4) where we showed
that the expected number of gossip messages needed to
elect a group leader is constant.
From these experiments we can summarize the effect of Hilbert SFC parameter as follows. An increase
in either the order or dimension of the SFC increases,
tends to increase the number of resulting SOG groups.
Consequently, this results in an increase in the number of gossip messages needed to self-organize and a
decrease in the size of individual groups.
The findings above indicate that SFC attributes
need to be chosen carefully. Having a high order or
dimension will result in higher communication overhead because of the fragmentation of groups. On the
other hand, low order and dimension values, will not
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Fig. 7 Communication costs associated with SOG components. Observations from experiments conducted with dimension values (a)
4; (b) 6; (c) 8; and (d) 10.

of grouping attributes14 and the order of the Hilbert
SFC curve. Furthermore, as we shall see later in the
experiments, the choice of the order and dimension
also affects the performance of the SOG framework
when handling resource discovery queries. The best
choice should be determined by taking the nature
of Grid environments and its expected usage into
consideration.
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Fig. 6 Relation between number of groups and gossip communication

cluster resources into appropriate logical groups and
will increase the possibility that some of the leader
nodes would become hot-spots/bottlenecks during
query processing. In other words, we need to balance
these conflicting criteria when choosing the number

6.4 Understanding Communication Costs
Since the SOG framework establishes a decentralized approach to resource discovery it is important
to understand the communication overhead. Figure
7, illustrates the communication cost associated with
various SOG components, by counting the messages
exchanged over the lifetime of an experiment run. The
figure highlights the communication costs incurred by
different SOG components including cost of (1) gossip
communication; (2) periodic updates from a worker
14

The number of grouping attributes determines dimension.

16

4

15 A response message received back at the node originating the
query.
16 This includes the cost of gossip+update+other(e.g. messages
exchanged when a node joins or leaves the system) messages.
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Fig. 8 Evaluating query performance using number of hops on
SOG framework for queries as the (a) order of Hilbert SFC
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would indeed be true if our queries were against the new
attribute that were added for grouping. However, since
queries Q1-Q4 are querying against attributes that were
already used for grouping, the addition of new dimension actually causes some of the groups to fracture by
specializing in these attributes which we were not interested in our queries. Hence, we see that the performance
tends to slightly degrade as the number of dimension
increases.

6.5 Measuring Query Performance

4

Average Hops

3.5
Number of Hops

The query performance of the SOG framework is measured primarily in terms of the number of hops taken on
the SOG overlay network. We also record the absolute
time taken for each query and measure the reliability
of our method.
Figures 8 shows the number of hops taken by resource discovery queries before they were satisfied. The
results for each query type was averaged over multiple runs with different values of order and dimension of
Hilbert SFC. Sub-figures (a) and (b) respectively illustrate the effect of order and dimension of Hilbert SFC
on query performance. From these figures we observed
that as the order increases the number of hops taken
decreases. This is due to the fact that the groups are
getting more specialized and queries are being directed
more effectively to appropriate leader groups where resources can be found with an increased probability. At
the first thought, one might expect the same kind of
behavior where we increase the number of dimension,
since this also makes the space more specialized. This

3.2

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

3.5
Number of Hops

node to its leader; (3) responses to query messages15 ;
(4) hops taken by resource discovery queries; and (5)
overall communication costs16 .
The results indicate that the communication overhead incurred by gossip is kept low (less than 5%), as
is the cost for keeping the leader node updated with
its worker node status (between 5 to 10 percent). So
the overall overhead incurred for forming, maintaining
and managing the SOG framework is kept quite low
(between 5-15 percent). The remaining 85% of the time
messages are exchanged in the SOG framework to handle resource discovery queries. Messages send trying to
locate the requested resources account for around 7080% messages exchanged, while approximately another
10-15% of the messages result from responses to the resource discovery queries. So the SOG framework spends
a significant amount of its network bandwidth utilization handling resource discovery queries, achieving low
communication overhead. The low communication overhead observed is a direct result of the careful design of
SOG algorithms to minimize gossip communication. As
we will see in the next section the average number of
hops taken by resource discovery queries is quite low,
hence the overall communication cost incurred by the
SOG framework is low.
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Fig. 9 Evaluating the effect of resource density on query performance

The effect of resource density on query performance
is outlined in figure 9. Since there was no direct way to
control or measure the density of dynamically changing resources, we measured it indirectly through the
percentage of queries that were satisfied in zero hops.
Because query generation is uniformly distributed, this
measure gives us a reliable empirical measure of resource density. The graph indicates that the query performance remains relatively unaffected by the change
in resource density. So essentially, query performance
is equally good when the resources are either abundant

The results in this section indicate that SOG
achieves a highly reliable query performance measured
both in number of hops and average time taken.

17 It gets better when the resources are very abundant. For e.g.
when every other node has the requested resource (resource density 50%) the average hop drops to 1.
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Fig. 10 Reliability of query processing on SOG framework for
queries (a) Q1, (b) Q2, (c) Q3, (d) Q4

6.6 Scalability
In this section we demonstrate the scalability of SOG
with the number of nodes. For this purpose we conduct
experiments with 1024, 2048, and 4094 nodes, with 4
and 10 dimensional attribute space. As in previous experiments, we measure the effectiveness of the grouping scheme, communication overhead and query performance. The experiment runs associated with the results
in this section, use queries Q1 and Q4 and average out
the results.
6.6.1 Measuring Effectiveness of the Grouping Scheme
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Since SOG does not provide any guarantee on
discovering resources, we measure reliability as a final
factor for evaluating query performance. Reliability is
measured as the probability that the SOG framework
successfully locates the resource. A very high reliability
rate (over 99.9%) was observed during each of the
experiment runs (figure 10), irrespective of the SFC
parameters or query type. So if the requested resource
is available, there is a very high probability that the
SOG framework will successfully locate the resource.

100
99.9

99.7

% Queries Satisfied

Table 1 answers the question: What is the average
response time spent by any query from the time it is
initiated to the time a resource discovery is made? The
response time is measured in seconds. These numbers
provide an estimate of how long it takes to identify a
resource. It is observed that the time taken to process
resource discovery queries ranges between 1.89 sec and
6.56 sec. The processing time is found to be relatively
independent of SFC parameters of order and dimension as well as query type. It is important to note that
there are some factors, which might affect query performance in a real world Grid deployment, may not be
captured in the experimental settings. In particular, we
have identified two factors: 1) nodes were being simulated within the university network. This may cause
some underestimation of the average times. A network
latency correction factor (which is a function on the
WAN latency and average number of hops taken) needs
to be added when dealing with in a WAN environment;
2) multiple simulated nodes are running on the same
physical CPU and hence there might be contention for
CPU resource usage which might cause overestimation
of query processing times.

100
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or scarce17 . Finding resources when they are scarce,
usually requires a large number of hops and has traditionally been a problem with decentralized resource
discovery methods. Due to its hybrid nature, the SOG
framework is able to locate sparse resources quickly and
is one of its major advantages. From figure 9, we also
observed that the average number of hops is less than 4
in all the experiments we conducted. From these observations it is evident that the SOG framework achieves
excellent query performance, based on the number of
hops measured on the overlay network.
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Fig. 11 Evaluating the effect of number of nodes on selforganized grouping, with (a) 4-, (b) 10-, dimensions.

We observed that with other factors (order and dimension) unchanged, as the number of nodes in the
system increases, the percentage of leader nodes in the
system decreases (figure 11). For e.g. with dimension=4
and order=2; the percentage of nodes that are leaders is
(a) 12.48% (results in 128 groups); and (b) 3.28% (corresponds to 135 groups); in an experiment conducted
with 1024 and 4096 nodes respectively. So even though
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Table 1 Average query processing time (in sec) for resource discovery queries
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2.72
3.45
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2.30
2.44
2.53

2.26
2.22
2.34
2.66

2.13
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2.57
2.48

2.13
2.63
1.68
2.15

increasing the number of nodes results in a slight increase in the absolute number of groups, the number
of groups per node tends to go down. This observation
clearly demonstrates our grouping premise that nodes
tend to cluster together into groups and serves as an
important observation to demonstrate the scalability
of the SOG framework.
6.6.2 Communication Overhead
As we already saw gossip communication and periodic
updates published from a worker node to its leader
are the two major components of the communication
overhead incurred by SOG. The graphs from figure
12 demonstrate the effect of increasing the number of
nodes on gossip communication overhead.

communication overhead, as a percentage of total communication, in these experiments tends to drop. This
phenomenon positively impacts the scalability of the
SOG framework.
6.6.3 Query Performance
Now that we have examined the effect of increase in the
number of nodes on grouping performance and communication overhead, we evaluate its effect on query performance.
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Fig. 13 Plotting the average number of hops taken to satisfy
queries, in presence of 1024, 2048 and 4096 system nodes, with
(a) 4-, (b) 10-, dimensions.
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Fig. 12 Plotting the number of gossip communication per node,
with (a) 4-, (b) 10-, dimensions.

We observed that the share of the number of gossip messages per node decreases with an increase in the
number of nodes (figure 12). This is due to the fact that
as the number of nodes increases, only a small number
of new groups are created (as in the previous section).
Also with an increase in the number of nodes we expect
to service an increased number of queries, this would
actually decrease the percentage of gossip messages as
a percentage of total messages. As with the overhead
resulting from the updates being sent from worker to
leader, the number of messages will increase linearly
with the number of nodes, but the number of queries
serviced can also be expected to increase linearly. So as
a percentage of the total communication costs, the cost
of update messages tend to stay constant. The overall

Figure 13 plots illustrate the average number of
hops. The only noticeable effect, consistent with the
previously discussed observation in section 6.5, is that
an increase in order causes potential improvement in
query performance, while an increase in dimension
might potentially have a negative impact on performance. These figures show that query performance
is largely unaffected by the number of nodes in the
system. This is due to the fact that query performance
depends on the effectiveness of the self-organized
grouping scheme rather than the number of nodes in
the system.
As the number of nodes increases, the grouping scheme proposed by SOG, tends to decrease the
percentage of groups per node, as well as the communication overhead without any impact on query
performance. Hence the SOG framework scales effectively to a large number of nodes.
In summary, the experiments demonstrate the feasibility of using the SOG framework to handle vari-
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ous types of resource discovery requests. Hilbert spacefilling curves provide an effective way to tune the grouping mechanism within a Grid environment. The communication overhead associated with the SOG framework
is observed to be low. The number of hops taken by a
query on the SOG framework is low and the response to
a resource discovery query is quick. SOG achieves superior resource discovery performance while being affected little by resource density, resource type, query
search space, or system size.
7 Conclusion and Future Work
Below we summarize the major contributions of this
paper.
– This paper introduces a self-organization framework
for Grid resource discovery based on grouping together similar resources.
– The hybrid solution characterized by SOG takes advantages of both centralized and decentralized approaches, while avoiding their pitfalls.
– The SOG framework is developed specifically to
handle dynamically changing resources.
– Integrating space-filling curves within the SOG
framework, this paper illustrates a method to
handle multi-attribute range queries.
– The proposed solution provides superior lookup performance while maintaining a high level of scalability with minimum overhead.
While the paper focuses on resource discovery in Grid
environments, the approach is generically applicable to
peer-to-peer environments.
The experiments demonstrated that SOG achieves
its design goals. More specifically, it is observed that
the handling of each query using SOG takes on average a small number of hops as resource densities
and system sizes are varied within wide ranges in the
experiments. Experiments also illustrate the suitability of using Hilbert space-filling curve with the SOG
framework to achieve efficient Grid resource discovery
for multi-attribute range queries. Observations from
experiments indicate that a change in the density of
a resource being discovered has little effect on query
performance. In contrast to other existing decentralized
approaches, SOG performs well when the resource are
very sparsely available. Furthermore, the performance
remains largely unaffected by different query types,
with varying sizes of query space and the sizes of Grid
environments. The mathematical analysis proves that
the SOG framework stabilizes quickly with low overhead and validates experimental observations. Overall,
the SOG approach is independent of the nature of

resources being discovered, query types and Grid environments, and thus, provides an scalable framework
for resource discovery.
In SOG’s implementation of Hilbert SFC, the number of groups (or the maximum group size), is controlled
by changing the order of Hilbert SFC. A potential problem of merely increasing the order is that it would
breakup all groups irrespective of their sizes. A better approach is to have a targeted higher order curve in
the regions of the resource space that are densely populated. Conversely, sparsely populated regions would
have a lower order curve. This approach is adaptive to
group size, and consequently reduce the risk of developing hot-spots while keeping communication overhead
minimal. It would also be an interesting research topic
to study the effect of adaptive groups on query performance and communication overhead.
Another related aspect to investigate is what would
be the effect of creating a hierarchical structure of leaders. This would imply that initially we will all begin
with an order 1 Hilbert SFC and elect top level leaders based on this curve. Only these top level leaders
will be known to the entire system. In each of these
groups we can have an order 2 Hilbert SFC curve to
elect leaders for each sub-group that will only be known
to the members of the group, and so on till we get sufficient partitions of resources. This will have the advantages of adaptive grouping schemes, while having
an ordered structure and lowering the communication
overhead. But using this approach query performance
might be degraded, because the diameter of the graph is
increased and the top level leaders might be overloaded.
It is an interesting research topic to explore the exact
nature of this trade-off and study the effectiveness of
such an approach.
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